To alleviate the data sparseness problem during word alignment, we propose a word alignment method based on word co-occurrence degree. In this paper, we propose a new method to get the statistical information from word cooccurrence. We combine the co-occurrence counts and the fuzzy co-occurrence weights as word co-occurrence degree. Fuzzy co-occurrence weights can be obtained by searching for fuzzy co-occurrence word pairs and computing differences of length between current word and other words in fuzzy co-occurrence word pairs. Experiments show that the quality of word alignment and the translation performance both improved.
INTRODUCTION
Word alignment is the beginning stage of statistical machine translation, we extract phrase pairs or translation rules according to the result of word alignment, so the translation performance depends heavily on the quality of word alignment.
Traditional word alignment models like IBM model [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and HMM all depend on the number of times the sourcetarget word pairs appeared in a training set. However, language pairs are significantly different in morphology, only the number of times the word pairs appeared in training corpora cannot reflect relationships between source word and target word, for example: In Chinese-English parallel corpus, English word "father" is co-occurrence with "爸爸" in Chinese, There are also "their fathers" co-occurrence with " 爸爸". Although English words "father" and "fathers" are two forms of "father", we count their number of cooccurrence times independently according to current models. In this paper, we proposed a co-occurrence degree based word alignment model, which not only considers the number of times of the word pairs co-occurrence like current models, but also the co-occurrence information about other forms of a certain word.
RELATED WORK
The original work of word alignment IBM-1 to IBM-5 were proposed by [1] , which described a series of five statistical models of the translation process and gave algorithms for estimating the parameters of these models with a set of pairs of sentences that are translations of one another [2] . Presented the HMM-based word alignment model, which made the alignment probabilities dependent on the differences in the alignment positions rather than on the absolute positions.
Previous models mainly depended on co-occurrence counts of source and target words in parallel corpus, [3] presented a word alignment approach based on a combination of clues. Word alignment clues indicate associations between words and phrases, and they can be based on features such as frequency, part-of-speech, phrase type, and actual word form strings. Our work is similar with Tiedemann's clue-based approach, but we are not only considering the associations of source and target word, but links between source words (which have the same word stem) are also combined into our model.
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Motivations
Sparse data is a general problem in natural language processing. In language model training, several smoothing algorithms have been proposed to relieve this problem. Also, in word alignment there exist data sparseness which affects the alignment performance [4] . Developed an optimization criterion based on a maximum-likelihood approach and described a clustering algorithm to determine bilingual word classes. Most current word alignment models based on the word cooccurrence information, which calculated by precise matching or counting the number of times word pair appeared in parallel texts [5] [6] [7] . However, some language pairs have remarkable differences in morphology or word-building, which makes the word co-occurrence counts unable to indicate the association between source words and target words sufficiently. For example, in Chinese-English word alignment, some sentence pairs may appear like the following (Fig. 1) .
In these sentence pairs, source word " " and target word "develop" have appeared once, and source word " " and target word "development" appeared twice. The target word "develop" is a part of target word "development", their source words are same, but under the traditional word alignment model, co-occurrence counts of them are independent of each other. For the full use of given parallel corpus and to enhance the relationships between source word and corresponding target word, we proposed a co-occurrence degree based word alignment model, which not only considers the precise matching of source word and target word, but also the fuzzy matching of them. Accordingly, we summed the precise and fuzzy matching scores as the result of co-occurrence degree, and combine it into word alignment models.
Co-occurrence Degree
Definition of Co-Occurrence Degree
Co-occurrence degree of a word pair (source-target word pair) is the sum of the word pair co-occurrence counts and the score of fuzzy co-occurrence.
We get the co-occurrence counts by computing the number of times a certain source-target word pair appeared in parallel texts. However, there always exists data sparseness because of the limitation of corpora in statistical word alignment. We found that most words in our parallel texts have several forms especially mount languages, which build new words as follows:
stem is the original form of one word, affix ! are affixes of the word stem, and represents different meanings. We compute the co-occurrence counts of one word pair in a traditional way; the fuzzy co-occurrence score calculated as a string similarity of the current word and words in corpus.
Co-occurrence Degree Calculation
Co-occurrence Counts
The well-known word alignment models IBM model 1 and IBM model 5 are based on the statistics of word co-occurrence counts. Most of the word co-occurrence information is collected during the training of IBM model 1. A word co-occurrence count is the number of times a certain word pair (source-target) appeared in training corpus. We denote co-occurrence counts of a word pairWORD !"# and WORD !"! asco_counts(WORD !"# , WORD !"! ).
Fuzzy Co-occurrence Weights
We can compute the string similarity of source words (or target words), and take it as a factor of the score of fuzzy cooccurrence.
If current word pair is < WORD src ,WORD tgt > , the traditional way to get the co-occurrence statics is just counting the number of times this word pair appeared in parallel corpus. According to our approach, we enhance the association between words in word pairs, and calculate the cooccurrence of other forms of current words (both source word and target word), and combine the score of fuzzy cooccurrence into word co-occurrence degree. The details of our approach are described as follows: we have two ChineseEnglish sentence pairs: C1-E1, and C2-E2:
Firstly, we stem English words, and keep both the word stem and affixes, and indicate an English word as
When we compute the score of fuzzy co-occurrence of a word pair <e , f>, we should follow three rules:
1) If we have the same Chinese word in two different
Chinese sentences (C1,C2), we also have same English word in English sentences (E1,E2), we do nothing with these words;
2) If we have the same Chinese word in two different Chinese sentences (C1,C2), but we do not have the same English word, if the English word e is substring of English word e', then score of fuzzy co-occurrence <c, e>, Fig. (1) . Chinese-English sentence pairs.
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3) co_fuzzy(c, e) = co_fuzzy(c, e) +,
4) If we have the same Chinese word in two different
Chinese sentences (C1,C2), but we do not have the same English word, if the English word e' is substring of English word e, then score of fuzzy cooccurrence<e,f> co_fuzzy(c, e) = co_fuzzy(c, e) + (1--(len(e)--len(e'))/ len(e'))
len(str) is the length of string str.
Co-occurrence Degree
The co-occurrence degree of word alignment is the summation of word co-occurrence counts and the score of fuzzy co-occurrence. We be defined as
co_degree(WORD !"# , WORD !"! ) denotes the co-occurrence degree of source word WORD !"# and target word WORD !"! ; co_counts(WORD !"# , WORD !"! ) denotes the co-occurrence counts of source word WORD !"# and target word WORD !"! ; co_fuzzy(WORD !"# , WORD !"! ) denotes the score of fuzzy co-occurrence of source word WORD !"# and target word WORD !"! .
Co-occurrence Degree Based Word Alignment Model
The IBM model 1 is the simplest of the IBM models, which does not consider word order and one-to-many/manyto-one alignments. We can use model 1 for parameter estimations that are passed on to other IBM models. In this paper, we defined the co-occurrence degree of a word pair, and evaluation the quality of word alignment and translation performance, therefore, we describe details of IBM model 1 and combine the co-occurrence degree into it.
We can indicate IBM model 1 as follow formula:
l ! and l ! are the length of source and target sentence, respectively; a is the alignment function, a:j->i denotes the source word f ! is aligned to target word e ! ; t(e|f) is the translation probability of source word f and target word e. At the beginning of IBM model 1 training, the t(e|f) was first defined as
co_counts(e, f) denotes the number of times source word f and target word e co-occur in parallel text; counts f denotes number of times source word f appeared in corpus.
In this paper, we use the co-occurrence degree function co_degree(e, f) to replace the co-occurrence count tionco_counts(e, f). So we define the translation probability as
co_degree(e, f) denotes the co-occurrence degree of source word f and target word e, which is described in section 3.3.
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Set up
We base our co-occurrence degree based word alignment approach on word alignment corpus. For the test, the result of the word alignment's effects on translation performance are analyzed, we also use our word alignment model to train translation models in machine translation. In word alignment experiments, we use the GIZA++ 1 and Berkeley aligner 2 as our baseline alignment systems and use default parameters of these tools in our experiments. The language models we used in machine translation experiments are three-grams. We take the widely used open-source machine translation system Moses [7, 8] as our baseline system in evaluation of translation performance.
We divide our experiments into two parts: Evaluation of precision of word alignment and Evaluation of the performance of machine translation. We described the details of experiments in section 4.2 and section 4.3.
Effecting on the Precision of Word Alignment
We report the performance of our different word alignment tools in terms of precision, recall, and alignment error rate (AER). We annotated 700 sentences with labels that distinguish between sure (labeled with 'S') and possible (labeled with 'P') alignments. We used 500 sentences as tuning set, and 200 sentences as a test set. The precision, recall and alignment error rate (AER) of word alignment are defined as
Where, S denotes the annotated set of sure alignments, P denotes the annotated set of possible alignments, and A denotes the set of alignments produced by the model under test. We take AER, which is derived from F-measure, as our primary evaluation metric.
In this section, we report the quality of different word alignment toolkits on Chinese-English parallel corpus. These corpora includes 200 sentence pairs which are annotated with sure (labeled by 'S') or possible (labeled by 'P') alignments. The results of these word alignment models are described in Table 1 (base: use default setting of word alignment tool; stemming: we stem the words in parallel texts before word aligning; CO degree: the co-occurrence degree based word alignment model). Table 1 shows the results of different word alignment models. Because of word stemming, the word alignment models STEM achieved highest word alignment recalls and lowest AERs, that is because affixes of words has been stemmed, a lot of information was also missed. The performance of CO degree model is slightly worse than STEM. However, the CO degree models get the highest word alignment precisions (GIZA++: 79.13; Berkeley Aligner: 78.74).
Effecting on the Performance of Machine Translation
We investigate the translation performance on ChineseEnglish corpus. We use Moses as the baseline machine translation system, and we test our approach on the phrase-based translation model. Our training corpus contains 0.5M sentence pairs from LDC dataset. We train a 3-gram language model on the training data using SRI Language Toolkit 3 . Our tuning set contains 700 sentence pairs which are selected from LDC. We test our models on MT05 test set. The comparison of translation performance with different word alignment approaches are show in Table 2 . Table 2 list results show the translation performance evaluation. With our co-occurrence degree based word alignment model (CO degree), we achieved highest BLEU in different translation systems (Moses + GIZA++: 34.16 and Berkeley Aligner: 33.40). The CO degree word alignment models also get the highest precisions. Which means the 
